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Sirius Optics
Unit 1
26 Darnick Street
Underwood, Qld 4119

Opening Hours

10am-5:30pm Mon-Fri
9am-2pm Sat

Phone: 07 3423 2355
www.sirius-optics.com.au

Orion 2in Ultra Flat Field 65-Degree
24mm Eyepiece

AUD
$449.00

Product Images

Short Description

24mm telescope eyepiece provides excellent optics from the center of the field, all the way to the edge
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An excellent choice for a bright, low power view of the moon and most all deep-sky objects
Provides a 65-deg apparent field of view, and 29mm of eye-relief
Eyepiece optics are fully multi-coated and feature blackened lens edges for maximized light transmission and excellent
contrast
Includes two removable barrels to fit either a 1.25" or 2" telescope focuser

Description

With many eyepiece designs, you usually have to sacrifice a sharp image at the edges of the field if you prefer a wide field of view.
Or vice-versa, if you want tack sharp images at the edges, you'd find the best images are those eyepieces with a somewhat narrow
field of view. Well, now you can have your cake and eat it too! Introducing the Orion 24mm 2"/1.25" Ultra Flat Field telescope
eyepiece. With a generous 65° apparent field of view, this eyepiece provides 25% more field of view than a typical Plossl, all the
while providing a fantastic image from center to edge.

The Ultra Flat telescope eyepieces are fully multi-coated to maximize light transmission to your eyes, as well as blackened at the
lens edges to minimize light scatter internally and boost contrast. And with a generous 29mm of eye relief, you'll be able to see
that entire field of view, even while wearing eyeglasses. 

This 24mm Ultra Flat Field Telescope Eyepiece includes two different barrels, so it will fit either a 1.25" or 2" telescope focuser.
Simply swap out the barrel by unthreading it, and you?re ready to go! It sports fold-down rubber eyeguards so you won't scratch
your eyeglasses, and also to provide a comfortable feel when viewing through the eyepiece. Both 1.25" and 2" barrels are
threaded to accept standard telescope filters, and protective lens caps are included.

Additional Information

Specifications

Design:  Proprietary
Eyepiece focal length:  24.0mm
Barrel size:  1.25" & 2"
Apparent field of view:  65.0°
Eye relief:  29.0mm
Coatings:  Fully multi-coated
Number of elements:  8
Filter threads:  Yes
Parfocal:  No
Field stop diameter:  30.2mm
Barrel security recess:  No
Blackened lens edges:  Yes
Rubber eyeguards:  Yes
Body material:  Aluminum
Case:  No
Weight (oz.):  13
Dimensions:  4.5 in. x 2.3 in.
Warranty:  One year
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